Abstract. In this paper, a case-study of the auto-focus algorithm for correcting image distortions caused by gas flow in high-temperature measurements of surface phenomena is presented. This article shows results of proposed algorithm and methods for increasing its accuracy.
Introduction
In many industrial processes, an important and sometimes a predominant role is played by the phenomena occurring at the interfaces of the liquid and the solid state. These phenomena occurs in welding, making of composite materials with the participation of the liquid phase, sintering of powders, saturation of porous structures, coating, refining of metals to eliminate non-metallic inclusions, foundry or processes of crystallization from the liquid phase. Thus, the knowledge of physical-chemical processes occurring between a liquid and a solid is a significant technological problem.
Among the basic measurable quantities characterizing interactions between solid and liquid are the surface energy (surface tension) of the liquid phase and the extreme Fig. 1 : The main view of computerized device for the automated measurement of the surface tension and the wetting angle (1 -the heating chamber of the furnace; 2 -the temperature controllers; 3 -the system of technological gas supply; 4 -the specimen insertion mechanism; 5 -the vision subsystem including CCD camera and infrared filters changer; 6 -the computer controlling measurement process and processing measurement data) 
Problem description
For most of materials measurements of surface tension and wetting angle are carried out in the protective atmosphere. The flow of protective gas introduces significant distortions to acquisitioned images. Gas is introduced to the furnace chamber from the side of CCD camera having temperature about 280K, and then on the way to the specimen it is heated to the current working temperature, 1500K for example.
The absolute index of the light refraction n in gas depends on its density and temperature. For the temperature above 280K and for atmospheric pressure it is given by equation:
where: γ -density of gas, T -absolute temperature, k 1 -constant value.
Boyle-Mariotte law states that for constant pressure gas density is inversely proportional to its absolute temperature:
where: k 2 -constant value.
Following formula (2), in example given above, where temperature of gas is raising from 280K to 1800K on its way through the furnace chamber, the value of ∆n is decreasing nearly 40 times.
As the result we can assume that gas introduced to the furnace should be considered as the optical lens, which index of light refraction is smoothly changing between camera and specimen.
It should be said, that presented model of "gas lens" is very simplified. In fact, parameters of this lens depend on many different factors, including: parameters of the gas flow, composition of gas mixture and distribution of temperature in furnace chamber. Additionally these parameters usually change during measurement experiments.
The simplest and the best way to correct distortions inducted by "gas lens" is to develop and to implement realtime auto-focus algorithm.
Auto-focus algorithm
Proposed passive auto-focus algorithm relies on the contrast detection for achieving accurate autofocus. Its work can be divided to four following steps:
Step 1: AF points definition
The meshes of auto-focus (AF) points are generated taking into account camera lens parameters camera lens and dimensions of specimen in registered image. Every AF point is defined as vector of 1×16 pixels from the analyzed image. For the images of resolution 240×320 there are two meshes used: horizontal one containing 80×16 AF points and vertical one containing 60×12 AF points.
Step 2: Gradients calculations
To determinate local gradient values for every AF point following operations are carried out:
1. first derivative of brightness for every pixel of AF vector is calculated;
2. maximum value of calculated derivatives is selected to represent AF point.
Step 3: Edges identification
Analysis of maximum gradients values representing AF points allows to identify in AF vectors pixels belonging to edges. Only AF points containing such pixels are selected for further analysis.
Step 4: Contrast factor calculation Contrast factor describes the global contrast of the analyzed image and is used to achieve accurate auto-focus. It is defined as average value of all maximum gradient values representing AF points containing pixels belonging to edges.
Contrast calculations accuracy
Images of melted metals or alloys staying at temperatures above 700 o C have some specific properties. One of those properties is strong noise caused by the infrared filters.
To eliminate this noise a proper value of gradient threshold must be selected to eliminate obtained gradient values representing noise.
Testing procedure of proposed algorithm implementation proved, that small value of gradient threshold results in less predictable contrast differences between the following images (Fig. 2) . 
Experimental results
Auto-focus algorithm described above was used to calculate contrast factor of series of images of different con- 
Conclusion
In this paper the new auto-focus algorithm was proposed.
Its main aim is to correct image distortion introduced by "gas lens" by correcting camera distance from specimen to obtain optimal image contrast. Preliminary experimental results presented in the paper shows its full usability for a computerized system for the automated hightemperature measurement of surface phenomena occurring in contact of liquid and solid phases.
